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Despite the strange weather, the New Year has begun to unfold
with a number of interesting events to report.
The visit to the Hamilton Steam Museum was a great success. Despite the
cold and damp, we were given the royal tour by Carla Mackie, daughter of
SOGGI member Heinz Gwisdek. There was much to see and there are a
couple of pictures included here to give an idea of the facility.
Some good news on the flying field front. We have obtained the
permission of the owner of the Chippewa/Trinity Church field to use it next
year and there may be a suitable parking area available for us to use –
more details later.

Also there must be a word of thanks to both Andy Meysner and Werner
Hildesheim for providing articles for the newsletter. Andy explores the use of
Camera batteries for use with RC receivers and Werner traces his lifelong
oddysey with flying – both full scale and models. Thank you – makes the life of a
newsletter Editor so much easier.

The Three Bears returned one sunny Sunday morning from a stroll
in the woods to find the door of their little house open.
Cautiously, they went inside. After a while, big Daddy Bear's deep
voice boomed out, "Someone's been eating MY porridge!" Mummy
Bear gave a yelp, "Someone's been eating MY porridge!", she said.
Little Baby Bear rushed in, "Forget the porridge - someone's nicked
the DVD player!"
Modern Times!
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Minutes of the Meeting held at Rockton Library Hall, January 8th, 2012
Ray opened the meeting by wishing the members a happy new year and especially new members Tom Crawford,
Heinz Gwisdek and his wife Jackie.
On a sad note Werner Klebert is back in hospital. A get well card purchased by Les was circulated and signed by all
present and presented to him by Derek Hartwell later that evening.
Ray next asked that the minutes of the last meeting to be accepted. Tony moved that they be accepted and Doug
Wilkins seconded the motion which passed unanimously
Ray next asked for Peter’s financial report, a model of clarity and detail as usual, which outlined the expenses of last
year (2011) and his predicted budget for 2012. He noted that the amount of several items like insurance would
probably be higher and so members should not regard it as something that will not change. Another example he
mentioned was that the club had discussed giving money as prizes at contests and that these would be an added
expense. He felt that if total renewals kept the membership in the 28 to 32 range the fees would pretty well cover the
expenses. (Many members paid their dues at the meeting)
Total expenditures for last year were$1586.45 and projected costs this year are $1155.00
The most interesting fact on the report as far as I am concerned was that at the end of the year we had $3396.65 in the
bank
He also suggested that a motion be passed that if any new expense over $100 came up that it must be approved by the
whole executive. Tony made the motion, Ed Smith seconded it and it passed unanimously
Ed Smith moved the financial report be accepted and Andy seconded the motion. Passed unanimously.
Ray then brought up the question flying sites next year. He had spoken to Peter at Horizon Sod:
(1) Probably both our present fields will be OK in 2013.
(2) They are quite happy with us (I personally feel that they put in a good word for us if we ever were to approach
another sod farm company)
(3) He offered us another field at Trinity Rd and Chippewa and suggested that we contact the owner who lives at
the edge of the field for permission to use it.
Peter Clarke noted that we need to get signed permission to use the field so that MAAC can insure it.
Several members have visited the field and though quite large some felt the presence of houses along one side and
large trees on another would probably limit pilots flying big gliders. Les thought it would be ideal for electric gliders
and I liked the possible parking areas.
It was decided that the executive should continue to look in the hope that a better one might be found. For example in
the past the club had approached Mr. Vanderwood who said he would get us a field but only if we did not fly on
Sunday. Since at that time most of the meets were held on Sunday we did not take him up on his offer.
Bob noted that it was imperative that we get a field registered soon so that it could be advertised in MAAC
Ray said the executive would continue its efforts.
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Les Peer announced that he had arranged a club tour of the Hamilton steam museum on Tuesday January 17 at 11 am
and asked for a show of hands to estimate how many intended to come. A large number of members indicated that
they intended to come (at least 11). Tom Crawford then informed us that he and his wife had just taken the tour a
week or so before and had thoroughly enjoyed it. He encouraged members to take it. He also said that members of the
Hamilton library can get free passes. In the ensuing discussion Jackie Gwisdek informed us that she was one of the
tour guides at the museum. Les and a couple of other members suggested that the group could go out to a local
restaurant after so it appears to be shaping up to be a very nice outing. Since the entrance fee is only $5 and spouses
and family are welcome we urge any members who can to come.
The museum is easy to find... After you go over the bridge on the Queen E on the way to Niagara you take the first
turn off to the right ( Woodward St).Proceed to the first light(Woodward St).Turn Left on Woodward and go a short
distance on Woodward. The museum (900 Woodward St) is on the left. Look for a grey building with a square smoke
stack. The name is The Hamilton Museum of Steam And Technology.
The web address is www.myhamilton.ca/museums
Derek has donated a Gentle Lady glider to be auctioned of by the club and Les has sold about $50 of draw tickets.
The glider still needs to be covered and so it is possible to see the construction which is SUPERB. So if you could use
one get a ticket from Les at the next meeting because when he sells a few more he will have the draw.
CAM units (motor cut off devices)
Dick reported that 8 of the ten can units bought last year had been sold and that the club still had 2 which could be
used as loaners for visitors if not sold. (One sold later at the meeting) He showed a sheet from the designer of the
device which outlined the rules of a new association in the US for contests using the device which subsequent inquiry
reveal is associated with the LSF in the US.(Dick will post a copy in the TASK). In the following discussion it
became apparent that a large number of members are interested and so probably the club will run some contests.
Dick pointed out that when more than 5 units are purchased at a time significant discounts are available and urged
members who want to get one to get together on an order.
The meeting then was adjourned for coffee
After the coffee break we had show and tell
Ann showed her spectra a model she had built a number of years ago and which she intended to update with a
brushless motor small servos etc. As far as I could tell she is going to equip it so she can compete in the COGG
electric glider contests which seem to based in some ways on the old speed 400 rules (limited motor size and battery
size) and F3J rules. In the past our club had such with contests up to 14 members competing
Les Peer then showed his electric playboy and successfully demonstrated how the electric motor cut off device
worked. At that time the instructions for it use were circulated. Members asked questions and it became apparent that
the device worked as claimed but also that the user would need to study the directions carefully before trying to set up
the device in their plane and use it.
When Les had finished his presentation I spoke for a few minutes on how I hoped to set up and use the device in my
plane. Listening to the preceding comments had convinced me that many members did not understand or know much
about BEC’s or electric speed controls (a complex subject) and I attempted to give them a simplified overview of
these devices. Subsequent conversations with members showed that as usual my efforts were only partly successful. I
am therefore quite willing to talk to any member who wishes to understand them better. This will give you a chance to
“keep at it” until you are satisfied. You can either phone me (best) or try to catch me at a meeting (iffy).
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Next Meeting
At the next meeting Bob and Warren are going to be giving a presentation on free flight .Since both are VERY
knowledgeable and have competed the presentation should be VERY interesting and I advise you to make sure to
come. In addition Heinz volunteered to bring his new flight simulator which he says does a very good job on gliders.
So if we have time we will be able to try it. If there is not enough time he will be invited it bring it back on the
following meeting. AS you can see the next few meetings are going to be worth attending.

Museum Visit…
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.... When “approached”

One has to get down and try to remember the points that should form the basics of the subject one wants to centre on.
A certain degree of difficulty arises to get all the accumulated information and put them into a sequence in order for
normal people to understand,
I'
m not a writer and I even had problems living up to the Robert'
s Rules of Order while I was still working many years
ago.
To the subject now.
You see, Muelheim-Ruhr in Germany, the city where I was born, had an airport (that still exists today) and our family
went there in the mid-thirties quite often to see all the activities like air-shows and the frequent mail planes doing their
job. It was there when I saw, among other people, Hanna Reitsch perform and fly. Little did I know that about 15
years later I would meet this remarkable woman in person under different circumstances. Those experiences at an early age formed the roots that developed into one of many hobbies. The outstanding one
originated in school were all the fundamentals were addressed. But another subject that was taught was model
airplane building. It was an extra-curricular activity held after regular school hours and I found most interesting.
We built small glider airplanes from locally grown wood because the world market was not available anymore to
obtain balsa wood, the preferred building material. We would fly our creations, crashed and re-built them. This was
all without radio control. I still do this today, even in the same sequence.
To fight the gravity of mother earth, we used the pulley method, now something re-invented as “New”. Some of our
national competitions were held at our airport in this free-flight method and all one needed was the skill to fly and
good legs to get the models airborne and for the recovery of the drifting creations. Challenges at the age of 14, yeah.
But we all loved it.
Time passed on we had a bunch of friends who stuck together and explored different ways to enhance the hobby.
Our area had a place where the basic glider training was done before and during the war. Here is where the A and B
badges flying a SG38 could be achieved. So there
was the nice and smooth hill. Trees on top and sand
down hill.
Our inquisitive minds found something interesting.
We figured if a regular compass needle always
points to the north, why not use this phenomenon
and build it into a glider for rudder control. U-boots
used it while submerged. All the experimenting did
not show any results but kept us busy. On some
weekends we even put up tents to stay over night to
take advantage of mother natures ever changing
moods. I'
m talking about wind directions.
Gradually the question came up and almost resulted
into an obsession. Why can'
t we fly real gliders?
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This was a No No after war'
s end. Not going into details but efforts of our
group with the help of famous people and politicians this goal was
eventually achieved.
Life was going on and eventually girls entered the picture but we still were
flying our models. Here is a picture of one of the young ladies in action.
She later became a real sailplane pilot and also my wife. See the
priorities?
Our main interests changed when our airport was cleared by the British
occupation forces and gave us the opportunity to use it for sports activities.
As powerless flying, gliding, was given the O.K. by the occupying forces,
many aero clubs came into being and used the great flying field.
Power planes came from Holland and the British isles to fly for fun. Tina
and I joined the Aero Club to learn the art of flying and had fun for many
years. We built the planes, trailers and winches ourselves with the
financial support of local businesses and basically lived at the airport or in
the workshop.

All this came to an end when we decided to get married and
emigrate to Canada to build our life there.
Toronto was the place that was recommended by friends and
we managed to make it our starting point. I contacted
Toronto gliding club and looked at their activities and decided
not to join as we had other priorities that needed full attention.
But I still managed to build a little model and went flying in
High Park towards the frozen Grenadier Pond around
Christmas 1956. -
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For many years we kept in touch with friends by visiting the SOSA and the Brantford gliding facilities. When our
two boys showed interest, we built small models and flew them in Churchill Park in Cambridge just down the road
from us. This was all free flight and a lot of fun.
Then out of the blue, our oldest son Roger wanted to join the local air cadet squadron. We attended the introductory
meeting and figured, why not. It did not take long when I was hooked as well with the programs that were offered
and became a civilian instructor with the rank of a lieutenant.
Our son did well and soon was given the opportunity to attend glider training at York Soaring near Orangeville.
During this time he learned flying, had a 5 hr. duration flight and thus managed the required 100 km to get the silver
C badge.
In the meantime my dream took off and we managed to get access to a building from the Veterans Association and
used one of the rooms as a workshop to instruct interested cadets in the art of building model glider airplanes. Once a
week there were about 15 young cadets cutting and glueing balsa wood based on drawings I somehow acquired. The
needed material I purchased at a local hobby shop that after a year closed the doors.
Visiting the SOSA club to watch the actions there, I noticed a sign opposite the club entrance that said Country
Hobby Supplies. There I met Otto Bandmann and his lovely wife Rosie who were exactly whom I needed to fill my
requirements like building material, radio and receivers for our models. To quick test our beginners creations we
often went to hills of Churchill Park in Cambridge, but the Air Cadet summer camps and military facilities were gave
us more freedom.
Our son Roger had come to the end of Air Cadet life and after a few years of being tied up twice a week and many
weekends, I felt that I should change the scenery and concentrate on something more egoistic. Otto Bandmann
mentioned that the club he was a member of had a flying field near Rockton and I should have a look at that. Well, I
followed his suggestion and it did not take long before I met some people in action who suggested that I should
become a member of something called SOGGI and MAAC. I took their advice and became a member in May 1993,
got my official pilot license issued by Kurt Fritz and was off into the big blue yonder.
At the pinnacle of my building
achievements I had so many models that
my mind got totally confused, it has not
changed much, on the contrary, and that I
was never able to concentrate on one in
order to learn its intricacies. (It is a
different story when you are married.) So
it took a while to get one of those trophies
that my buddies were always so eager to
take home.
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The location of our activities switched several times during my membership and was based on the availability of the
sod fields. Rockton, Weir’s Rd. Powerline Rd., Cambridge Sod Farm,
Schouten Field, Nebo Rd., Fletcher Rd. come to mind. In 2003 we got the O.K to fly at the Westover Hill which
opened another opportunity for those who since early childhood had the desire to climb hills. Oh yeah, and fly model
airplanes. My attraction to the slope was and still is limited, but I used it twice a few years ago.
At the time we were using the Powerline field, I built the Electra and found myself once in deep snow trying to
control the contraption. Cars even stopped on the un-plowed road and people looked but never spoke to me. My
guess is that they were just very reserved talking to a nut. The Electra is still alive and I flew it last year with a
different motor.
Over the last while I spent time to install motors in a few of my gliders and was impressed with the ease of getting the
“Birds” up into the air. And all this with a minimum of physical effort which for some reason has become a major
concern as of late. But as long as the spirit is there, certain priorities shall prevail. You all know what I'
m talking
about. Happy lift to all.
Werner H. 40984

The New Zookeeper
Peter starts his new job at the London Zoo and is given three tasks. First is to clear the exotic fish pool of weeds. As he does
this, a huge fish jumps out and bites him. To show who is boss, Peter beats it to death with a spade. Realising his employer
won't be best pleased; he disposes of the fish by feeding it to the lions, as lions will eat anything.
Moving on to the second job of clearing out the chimp house, Peter is attacked by the chimps that pelt him with coconuts. He
swipes at two chimps with a spade killing them both. What can he do?
Feed them to the lions, Peter says to himself, because lions eat anything. He hurls the corpses into the lion enclosure.
Peter moves on to the last job which is to collect honey from the South American Bees. As soon as he starts, he is attacked by
the bees. He grabs the spade and smashes the bees to a pulp. By now he knows what to do and throws them into the lion's
cage because lions eat anything.
Later that day a new lion arrives at the zoo. He wanders up to another lion and says, 'What's the food like here?'
The lion replies, 'Absolutely brilliant! Today we had fish and chimps with mushy bees.'
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Using Lithium Non-Rechargeable Camera Batteries for Non-Motive Powered Models
Introduction
Three years ago while weighing up (pun intended) what battery to use on my QFII built-up DLG; I came across an RC Groups thread by
John255 on using non-rechargeable lithium camera batteries, (http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=966437).
These batteries are actually suitable for any non-motive powered model with receiver and servo loads similar to loads on modern cameras. So
they could essentially be used on any '
non-motive powered'model, as long as the servo loads are not excessive. They are designed for high
pulse loads from camera flash and lens function motor drives. They have a manganese dioxide cathode and electrolyte chemistry is lithium
perchlorate in propylene carbonate and dimethoxyethane. They are much safer than LiPos.
Judging by the RC groups thread there is now at least 6 years practical experience using these batteries in gliders. One respondent says he has
been using the same or equivalent type for 18 years with no problems.
Physical Characteristics
The most common of these battery types are; CR2, CR123A and 223. The former 2 types are 3v cells so need to be used 2 in series, whereas
the latter is a combination cell 6v battery. I suspect the 223 type is actually 2 CR123A cells packaged in series.

CR2 are typically 11 gm and 850 mAH, recommended for 2 servo models.
CR123A are typically 17 gm and 1500 mAH, recommended for 4 to 6 servo models.
223 are typically 38 gm and 1500 mAH, equivalent to 2 CR123A in series.
Note capacities vary by manufacturer as does weight to a lesser extent. The Li/MnO2 chemistry is also available in common AA and other
physical size variants, which provides some added flexibility for physical arrangement in a model.
Pros and Cons
The advantages of these batteries are:
Your model is always ready to fly without re-charging, as long as you do a load test before each flying session, typically each flying
day.
They are low cost when purchased on eBay, ~$1.50 to $2.00 each for good name brands. I avoid brands I'
m not familiar with.
They have a 10 to 15 year shelf life.
Depending on flying style and conditions, these batteries can last for 20 plus hours of flying before needing to be replaced.
Their energy density is more than double that of NiMH batteries, ~280 Wh/kg vs 120 Wh/kg.
The disadvantages are:
1.
2.

It is essential that you do a load test before each flying session. But this takes about 2 minutes, much less time than re-charging.
You need to fabricate a holder or solder leads onto the batteries terminals. Most people seem to do the latter but all my models using
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these batteries have a scratch built holder. So replacing a battery, even though very infrequent, is a breeze. I don'
t like the risk of
damaging the battery by direct soldering that requires a heavy duty iron. Fabricating a holder is a minor task relative to a complete
model.
They are not particular cheap if purchased in a retail (e.g. camera or drug) store. I would argue that unless you buy them at a good
discount they are probably not cost effective relative to say a 4 or 5 cell NiMH package.

These batteries are not competitive physical size wise with a 4 cell 2/3 or1/2 NiMH package. I have not been able to get them to fit for
example in a very skinny DLG fuselage.
Battery Holders
Examples of my scratch built battery holders are shown below. They all use the conical compression springs from a typical AA or similar
store bought holder. On the RC Groups forum some folks are of the opinion that this is a less reliable method than soldering, and point out the
problems of corrosion or mechanical failure at the contacts. However, I have 2 transmitters which use the principle of spring loaded battery
contacts and I'
ve never experienced any sign of trouble with either Rx or Tx battery holders in 6 years of use. I regularly inspect the contacts
in my holders and have never seen any sign of corrosion. I suspect this used to be a problem with leaf spring brass or copper contacts where
galvanic corrosion would occur, particularly if there is current leakage when not in use/switched off. But with stainless steel or nickel plated
contacts I do not believe it is a problem. Nevertheless it is still an important regular inspection to carry out.

Load Testing
Now to the essential part with using these batteries, load testing. The methodology all comes from John255'
s advice. The critical issue here of
course is to only use the battery while it is still on the horizontal portion of the voltage decay curve. With re-chargeable batteries, unless we
can no longer achieve a successful charge capacity, we tend not to worry about this because, if flying safely, we always start to fly with a
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fully charged battery. But because the main point of using non-rechargeables is to use them over and over again, we always need to be
assured we are not close to the '
avalanche'portion of the decay curve. We do this by performing a load test prior to each flying session. That
is we measure the rate of voltage decay while the battery is under a load at least equivalent to the model servo loads experienced during
flying.

For 2 servo models it is recommended to use a 50 ohm load, and for 4 to 6 servo models a 30 ohm load, with resistors in each case rated for
5W. This results in a nominal current of 120 and 200 mA respectively. These are conservative estimates of the current draw including cable
drag etc. when the servos are moving the control surfaces, which of course in flight is intermittent, not constant.
The recommended acceptance criterion is that the voltage drop should not exceed 0.1 V (100 mV) over 20 to 30 seconds (I standardize at 25
seconds).
I have a 30 ohm and a 50 ohm resistor each with an on/off switch, crocodile clips for easy connection to a multimeter and a small Deans plug
to connect to the battery. The on/off switch is just to make it easier to connect/disconnect over an accurate time period. With the battery
loaded I measure the voltage drop over 25 seconds. I keep a log of all the testing so I can track battery performance.
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The table below shows the log of 30 ohm load tests on a 223 battery.
Date
10/05/10
21/06/10
30/07/10
09/09/10
17/10/10
29/05/11
17/06/11
16/07/11
10/08/11
05/10/11
23/10/11
06/11/11

V@0s
6.18
6.01
5.98
5.96
5.95
5.94
5.90
5.90
5.85
5.80
5.70
5.68

V@25s
6.12
5.94
5.91
5.91
5.89
5.89
5.85
5.85
5.80
5.70
5.64
5.60

Delta V
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.06
0.08

Incidental end of battery life load test
To get an idea of how much useful capacity is in a battery pack after it fails the '
before flying'load test, I extended testing on a 2 x CR2 pack
at end of life. This particular pack failed the before flying test by dropping from 5.13 to 4.98 V in 25 seconds. I then left the pack loaded and
monitored the voltage for a further 30 minutes. The results are shown in the plot below.
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This battery pack had ~40 mAH remaining before loaded voltage dropped to 4.0 V, leaving a 0.5 V margin to minimum Rx voltage. Servo
function may have been affected once below 4.8 V. But the above test is at a constant load drawing 94 mA at the beginning of the test and 77
mA at the end of the test, whereas when flying the load would be intermittent. Note also that a start of test loaded voltage near 5 volts is also
a clear indicator of a pack being close to end of life. Even if the pack passed the voltage decay test, I'
d be inclined not to use it if below 5.1
volts at the start of the test.
My experience to date
I now have 3 models using these batteries, one each with CR2s, CA123As and a 223. These 3 models have been flying for 3, 2 and 1½ years.
I have experienced no problems whatsoever related to the battery type or method of installation, i.e. in a holder. The only problem I'
ve
experienced is an instance of my own poor soldering workmanship, a dry joint on the wire lead to the end of a compression spring, which I
caught during ground testing.
As far as I can recall there are no problems reported on the RC group’s forum.
Clearly use of a specific battery type is a personal preference, as well as being dictated by several model related parameters. But where
suitable I like these batteries because other than doing a quick load check, for these models I only have to worry charging wise about my Tx. I
always have a few spare batteries, so if the load test fails it is also only a 2 minute job to install new ones. To date I'
ve only had to replace one
set of batteries, although admittedly I'
m not the most active of flyers.
Safe Flying
Andy Meysner
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Altitude Limited Electric Soaring (ALES) League Rules

1. Definition of an ALES League Contest

4. The contest must be run in accordance with ALES rules with the following exceptions:
1. Launch heights may be in the range of 100 to 200 meters.
2. Task times may be in the range of 5 to 15 minutes.
3. Landing tapes may be 5 to 10 meters in length as long as the tapes are divided into 10 equal sections with
values of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 points.
4. If any of these exceptions are used in a contest, they must apply to all participants.

5. The contest must have at least 6 participants (see Section 2) and at least 3 full rounds must be flown.
6. If a contest is a multi-day event, the total score for the entire contest must be submitted for each participant.
7. If more than one class is flown, the scores for each class must be submitted individually and each class must
meet the requirements in Section 1.
8. The contest must be open to anyone.
9. An ALES League qualifying contest need not be AMA (US) or MAAC (Canada) sanctioned but must be
advertised in readily accessible forum at least 15 days prior to the contest date.
2. Definition of a Participant

A participant must complete at least 1 full round, regardless of how many total rounds are flown in the
contest.

A participant must be an AMA/MAAC member. Non-AMA/MAAC members may be included in the contest
but only participants will be included in the computation of league scores.
3. Scoring

(a) The highest placing participant in a contest will receive 100 league points for that contest. League points for
all other participants will be scored proportionally to the highest placing participant as 100*(participant’s
score/winning participant’s score).

(b) In addition to the 0 to 100 point score, every participant will also receive 1 extra point for each participant
that they place ahead of in that contest.
(c) Contest scores must be submitted to the league as follows: Last Name, First Name, AMA/MAAC number,
Total Contest Score, in that order. Only participant’s should be submitted. Scores may be submitted by
email in either generic text or spreadsheet format. League points will be computed by the league.
(d) A participant's top 5 league scores will be summed for his total league score for that calendar year. In case of
a tie, the next highest scores will be used to break the tie.
.
Scoring Example:

10.

If a contest has 15 participants, the winning participant with a contest score of 6500 points will receive 114
league points - 100 points for winning and an additional 14 points for placing ahead of 14 other participants. The
5th place participant with 5525 contest points will receive a league score of 95 points - 85 points plus an
additional 10 points for placing ahead of 10 other participants.
www.ales-league.org
December 31, 2011
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2011 SOGGI Executive
President:

Ray Munro

Vice President:

Les Peer

Treasurer:

Peter Clarke
1 Victor Blvd.,
ST. GEORGE, Ont.

Secretary:

Jack Linghorne

Editor:

Dick Colley
101, Braeheid Avenue
Waterdown, Ont.

(519)-448-3232
N0E 1N0

(905)-296-4027
L0R 2H5

Deadline for April Issue of Task: March 22nd 2012

2012 Calendar of Events
2012
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• February 12th
• March 11th
• April 8th

Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 2:00pm
Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 2:00pm
Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 2:00pm
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